
Program Features - Module 12

!
At this juncture, there are no remarks about anything on pages 12-1 and 12-2.!!
PAGE 12-3!!
Square Lashing: used to bind poles that are in contact and cross each other at any angle from 
45° to 90°!

Step 1—Begin by placing the poles in the desired position.!
Step 2—Now fold your lashing rope in half. The midpoint of the rope is placed around the verti-
cal pole and just under the crossing pole.!
Step 3—Now work both ends of the rope at the same time to make three wraps around the 
poles.!
Step 4—After completing the three wraps, cross the two ends in front of the vertical pole and 
take two frapping turns around the wraps.!
Step 5—Pull the frapping turns tight and complete the lashing by tying the two ends with a 
Square Knot.!!
Shear Lashing: used for lashing together two parallel poles which can be opened out to form 
the legs of an A-frame. !!
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!
Step 1—Start off the lashing with a Clove Hitch around one pole!
Step 2—Wrap the lashing rope eight to ten times around both poles!
Step 3—Take two tight frapping turns between the poles around the wraps!
Step 4—Complete the lashing by applying two Half Hitches (Clove Hitch) around the opposite 
pole.!!
Diagonal Lashing: used when there is a need to close a gap between two poles where they 
cross each other but do not touch. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Step 1—Cinch the poles together by tying a Timber Hitch around them where they cross.!
Step 2—Make three to four wrapping turns on the opposite diagonal to the Timber Hitch. Keep 
the wraps parallel to one another and pull them tight.!
Step 3—Make three more tight wraps across the first three, again keeping them parallel.!
Step 4—Take two to three frapping turns between the poles, tightly around both sets of wraps 
and complete the lashing with a Clove Hitch around one of the poles.!!!!!!!!!!
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!
Tripod Lashing: used to join three poles together to form a tripod.!
!

!
Step 1—Lay the three poles alongside each other, making sure the 
bottom ends are lined up evenly, and tie a Clove Hitch to one of the 
outside poles. !
Step 2—Wrap the rope around the poles seven or eight times, lay-
ing the turns of rope neatly alongside one another.!
Step 3—Make two tight fraps on either side of the center pole.!
Step 4—End with a Clove Hitch around an outside pole.!
Step 5—Spread the legs of the tripod into position, crossing the out-
side poles under the middle pole. !!!

PAGE 12-4!
 

Round Lashing: (the text is fine as is. Use this photo for uniformity:!!!!!
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!!!
Floor Lashing: used to build a raised surface for a platform, deck, raft, table, bench, chair, or 
Chippewa Kitchen.!!

� !
Step 1—Lay the floor poles side by side on top of the platform support (poles). Tie a Clove Hitch 
around one platform support, wrapping the rope’s short tail around the rope’s long part.!
Step 2—Bend the standing part of the rope over the first floor pole on the inside of the platform 
support. Pull the bend of rope under the platform support and cast it over the same floor pole on 
the outside of the platform support.!
Step 3—Pull the rope tight, then bend it over the next floor pole. Continue until all floor poles 
are bound to the platform support.!
Step 4—After attaching the last floor pole, finish the lashing with a clove hitch around the plat-
form support (pole).!
(Rest of page 12-4 ok)!
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PAGE 12-5!
!
CROSSING THE ALLIGATOR PIT!!
Equipment: For each team, two 8-foot spars with 4-inch butts, 
one 6-foot spar with a 3-inch butt, three 15-foot lashing ropes, 
six 20-foot guy lines.!!
How to Play: Mark the “alligator pit” on the ground, with a 15’ 
x 150’ area for each team. Teams lime up on one side of the 
pit. On signal, they lash together an A-frame “walker” using a 
Shear Lashing at the top and Square Lashings for the cross-
bar. Using Two Half Hitches, at the top they attach two guy 
lines, and at the bottom, they attach two more on each side 
where the crossbar intersects with the legs. !!
(The rest of Crossing the Alligator Pit is ok.)!!

EVERYONE ON THE TRIPOD!!
Equipment: For each team, three 8-foot spars with 4-inch butts, three 6-foot spars with 3-inch 
butts, six 15-foot lashing ropes, one 20-foot lashing rope.!!
How to Play: On signal, patrol members lash the three 8′ spars into a tripod, using the 20-foot 
rope. When finished, they set up the tripod and using six Square Lashings, lash a 6-foot spar 
between each of the legs. When all lashings are completed and the tripod is strong and secure, 
all the patrol members stand on the 6-foot spars, making sure their weight is evenly distributed.!!
Scoring: The first team to safely lash together their tripod and have all members standing on 
the crossbars, wins. !
!
CATCH THE SNAPPER!!
Equipment: For each team, four Scout 
Staves, six 6-foot lashing ropes, one 3-foot 
light cord, a fishing sinker or some heavy 
metal washers, a rat trap!!
How to Play: Using two tight Round Lash-
ings to join each of the staves together, 
each patrol forms a long “fishing pole,” and 
attaches a cord with a weight tied on to the 
end. Using this device to pick up their 
snapper, there are two objectives here: one 
is to catch the snapper as quickly as possi-
ble, the other is to work together and suc-
cessfully complete the task as smoothly as possible. Basically, three rules apply: no patrol 
member is permitted to cross a line between their work area and the cocked rat traps 15′ away, 
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the only thing allowed to touch the snapper is the weight at the end of their “fishing pole,” and all 
materials must be used.!!
Scoring: The first team to catch their snapper, wins.!!

LADDER BUILDING ACTIVITY!!
Equipment: For each team, four 8-foot spars with 3 to 4-
inch butts, four 3-foot ladder rungs, 2-inches in diameter, 
eight 15-foot lashing ropes.!!
How to Play: Each team will lash together a ladder with 
four rungs, spacing the rungs from the bottom, about 8 to 
10 inches apart, using eight Square Lashings. When stur-
dy, the whole patrol will stand the ladder up and steady it 
as they take turns climbing to the top.!!
Scoring: None!!
LIFT SEAT!
!
Equipment: For 
each team, two 6-
foot spars (plat-
form supports) 
with 3-inch butts, 

six 3-foot floor spars 2 inches in diameter, and two 20-
inch lashing ropes.!!
How to Play: The team lays the two 6-foot spars paral-
lel to one another, and lashes on the 3-foot floor spars 
with two floor lashings. When the platform is nice and 
tight, one Scout sits down between the 6-foot spars, 
and four Scouts lift him up waist high and walk him 
through a short course. Team members take turns.!!
Scoring: None  !!!!
At this juncture, I’m not going to remark about anything on page 12-6!!!!!!!!!
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PAGE 12-7!!
MEETING PLAN: HALF HITCHES, CLOVE HITCH, ROUND LASHING!!
Preopening: Set out are several upright poles extending 4 feet off the ground. Attached to each 
is 10 feet of nylon cord the Scouts take turns using to place a series of Half Hitches over the top 
of and around the poles. As they get good, they race to see who can tie the most Half Hitches in 
the quickest time.!!
(Opening Ceremony) !!
Group Instruction: After a brief discussion about what Pioneering is all about, the concept of 
Half Hitches is explained, and instructors then demonstrate how Half Hitches can be tied on a 
horizontal pole, and that two Half Hitches brought together make a Clove Hitch. (Later, the 
Round Lashing will be introduced and demonstrated using two Scout Staves.)!!
Skills Instruction: (30 minutes) Each Scout is equipped with a 3-foot length of nylon cord, 
fused on each end. Using horizontal hitching racks, long enough to accommodate all members 
of the troop, Scouts are guided on tying Half Hitches proceeding from both the left and the right. 
After they are enabled, Scout Staves are distributed along with a 6-foot lashing rope for each 
Scout and Scouts are guided through tying Round Lashings, joining the staves together into a 
continuous long length of connected poles.!!
Breakout Groups: (5 minutes) Scouts plan how they will approach the Catch the Snapper ac-
tivity.!!
Patrol Challenge: (20 minutes) Scouts play “Catch the Snapper.”!!
(Closing)!!
(After the Meeting)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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PAGE 12-8!!
MEETING PLAN: SQUARE LASHING!!
Preopening: Instructors will demonstrate, guide and enable Scouts to learn and tie Butterfly 
Knots, using 3-foot nylon cords, in preparation for tying Rope Tackles at a later date.!!
(Opening Ceremony) !!
Group Instruction: (15 minutes) The Square Lashing is introduced along with an explanation of 
how it’s used and a demonstration of how it’s tied.!!
Skills Instruction: (20 minutes) Horizontal hitching racks are set up long enough to accommo-
date troop members who are each equipped with a 6-foot lashing rope and a Scout Stave. 
Scouts are guided as they stand up their Scout Stave behind the horizontal pole joining the two 
together with a Square Lashing. After practice, and assisting one another, most Scouts should 
be enabled to tie the lashing independently.!!
Breakout Groups: (5 minutes) Scouts plan how they will approach the Ladder Building Activity.!!
Patrol Challenge: (30 minutes) Scouts get involved with the “Ladder Building Activity.”!!
(Closing)!!
(After the Meeting)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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PAGE 12-9!!
MEETING PLAN: TRIPOD LASHING!!
Preopening: Lengths of 1/2-inch manila rope are reeved through several large rings that are 
attached to several anchor points. As Scouts gather, in turn they’re directed to tie a Butterfly 
Knot into the bight of the rope about 15 feet from the end. Instructors then introduce the Scouts 
to forming a Rope Tackle. Impromptu Tug-of-War sessions can ensue with one Scout grabbing 
the hauling end of the tackle, and other Scouts pulling on the other end.!
(Opening Ceremony) !!
Group Instruction: (15 minutes) The Tripod Lashing is introduced along with an explanation of 
how it’s used and a demonstration of how it’s tied.!!
Skills Instruction: (20 minutes) Pairs of Scouts are given three Scout Staves and a 10-foot 
lashing rope and helping one another, take turns making a tripod. Scouts are guided as they 
apply what they heard and saw during Group Instruction.  After practice, and assisting one an-
other, most Scouts should be enabled to tie the lashing independently.!!
Breakout Groups: (5 minutes) Scouts plan how they will approach the Everyone on the Tripod 
Acrtivity.!!
Patrol Challenge: (30 minutes) Scouts get involved with “Everyone on the Tripod.”!!
(Closing)!!
(After the Meeting)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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PAGE 12-10!!
MEETING PLAN: FLOOR LASHING!!
Preopening: With input from the Quartermaster and help from instructors, Scouts organize the 
troop’s supply of lashing ropes, learning how to coil them by size into bundles and securing the 
bundles with 3-foot cords and a Clove Hitch.!!
(Opening Ceremony) !!
Group Instruction: (15 minutes) The Floor Lashing is introduced along with an explanation of 
how it’s used and a demonstration of how it’s tied.!!
Skills Instruction: (20 minutes) Using two 6-foot spars six 3-foot floor spars, one 20-foot rope 
is given to every three Scouts who in groups of six help each other attach the 3-foot floor spars 
to the 6-foot platform supports. Scouts are guided as they apply what they heard and saw dur-
ing Group Instruction.  After practice, and assisting one another, most Scouts should be enabled 
to tie the lashing independently.!!
Breakout Groups: (5 minutes) Scouts plan how they will approach the Lift Seat Activity.!!
Patrol Challenge: (30 minutes) Scouts get involved with “Lift Seat.”!!
(Closing)!!
(After the Meeting)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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PAGE 12-11!!
Main Event: Camp Kitchen—Pioneering-Style!!
Essential (Tier I) Select an array of camp kitchen gadgets to build, spend the morning setting up 
an awesome camp kitchen and then cook up an impressive feast. !!
Equipment List !
(equipment and procedure for each of these camp gadgets can be found in scoutpioneering.-
com) Select from the following:!!
•  Poles, rope and materials for Chippewa Kitchen (conscientious)!
•  Poles, cordage and materials for Hand Washing Station!
• Poles, cordage and materials for Garbage Bag Holder!
• Poles, cordage and materials for Scout Stave Dishwashing Rack!
• Poles, cordage and materials for Fire Bucket Holder!
• Poles, cordage and materials for Tool Rack!
• Food and Provisions for Feast!
• Dining Fly(s)!
• Camp Tables and Seating!!
Activity!!
• Lay out all materials!
• Set up Dining Fly(s) and troop kitchen gear!
• Divide into building crews!
• Construct Camp Kitchen Gadgets!
• Cook and Eat!!
(Safety)!!!!
PAGE 12-12!!
Under the second bullet point in the Activity section, edit to read: “Research plans for various 
pioneering projects (e.g. Double A-Frame Monkey Bridge, Single A-Frame Bridge, Double Tres-
tle Bridge, Chippewa Kitchen, Camp See Saw, etc.) and decide which one(s) to build. These 
projects and more with materials and procedures can be found in the Favorite Projects section 
of scoutpioneering.com.”!!
PAGE 12-13!!
Advanced (Tier III)!
In accordance with their readiness and experience, each patrol selects or devises a camp gad-
get and one larger pioneering project, builds them in the morning and presents it to the troop in 
the afternoon. Refer to scoutpioneering.com for procedures and materials. Be prepared! Make 
sure all equipment is available and ready prior to the weekend! 

http://scoutpioneering.com
http://scoutpioneering.com
http://scoutpioneering.com

